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There isn't much you can consistently count on in life. But in the world of Canadian
competitive snowboarding, the Ride Shakedown is never a letdown -- especially the
event's ability to annually one-up itself with bigger, better and more badass rail
set-ups. Just when you think you've seen the extent of creative thinking with steel,
ledges and staircases, Shakedown bosses Pat Bernier and Brendan O'Dowd find a
new way to freak you out. This morning's reveal of the highly anticipated jib zone,
however, left me wondering if I was perhaps a little too freaked out. Had the
Shakedown finally gotten too ambitious for its own good?

The trio of rails held significant challenges for the riders, from the fence gap to
down-rail and the nasty donkey-dick on the end of the kinked rail, to the downright
terrifying third rail, which had a viewing booth directly between the rail and
take-off... I'm still not sure how that one will work (it's being held in reserve until
tomorrow's main event), but the riders thankfully dealt with the other two just fine.
And as a photographer commented to me earlier in the day, no one extracts direct
influence from urban riding like the Shakedown does. If it's happening in the streets,
you can count on seeing on the Shakedown course at Mt. St. Saveur.

The morning commenced under sunny skies with a squad of brave amateurs stepping
up to the contest course in pursuit of three qualification spots. The always-massive
Shakedown jump looked bigger than ever, and Ontario Ride team rider Mac Smyth
said it looked "three stories tall" when he dropped into the course for the first time.
One unlucky competitor - who unwisely checked his speed just before the jump -
found himself tumbling face-first into the gap between the take-off and the landing.
He thankfully suffered only a solid facial scraping, and made his way back to the top
for his second run.

When the scores were tallied, three stoked riders made the cut to compete
tomorrow with the pros: Francis Bourgeois, Antoine Truchon, and Michael Gregoire
(who landed a backside 1080 double cork, no less). The fans who arrived early
witnessed a good show and got a head-start on the various freebies and give-aways
in the vendor village, which featured an ongoing DJ battle between the Skull Candy
booth and Axe booth... although I have to say that Axe had a serious edge, thanks
to having DJ Skratch Bastid in its booth for most of the day. A stroll through the
village and base lodge revealed a who's-who of legendary Quebec snowboarders
(including Alex Auchu, Etienne Gilbert, Etienne Tremblay, David Aubry and Guillaume
Brochu), many of whom were working as contest judges; yet another reason why the
Shakedown is held in such high regard by the shred community.

Seb Toots, interviewed in the Push.ca tent, surrounded by throngs of fans.

With the Coors Light pro rail jam starting next, many of the registered pros began
surfacing at the Saveur lodge. Quebec sensation Seb Toots was easy to spot: he had
at least a dozen fans trailing his every move. I ran into Alberta rider Kael Hill in
registration, who casually mentioned taking the bus "to Montreal" for the contest.
When I asked where he got on the bus, he laughed and said "Calgary". Calgary!
Nothing like a solid 50+ hours on a bus before competing in a major professional
snowboard event... He seemed totally unfazed however, saying he felt "fantastic"
when I inquired.
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Matt Houghton's Column

Matt Houghton’s the founder of Push.ca. Before that, he was the
editorial director of SBC Media and the editor of Snowboard Canada
Magazine for 10 years. Matt was also a founding editor for SBC
Skateboard Magazine and the editor of Vehicle Magazine.
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